
Mrs Georgina Han
Flat 6
26 Manor Road
Westcliff on Sea
Essex
SS0 7SS
E-mail: Jaysaa@yahoo.com

Tel/fax: 01702 437521
Mobile: 07792 480 687 

Profile

An individual whose strong work ethic and positive attitude have made work experiences both fulfilling and rewarding. I have worked as a linguist/translator and Teacher for the past eighteen years and have developed excellent language and teaching skills; I have a good command of five languages. I am a loyal and hard working person, and a highly skilled communicator, confident with dealing with the public and on a one to one basis. Self motivated with the ability to maintain a high standard of work under pressure. A friendly enthusiastic attitude makes it easy to work alone or on a team, being able to adapt to different tasks allows me to be resourceful and creative. 

Objective

Seeking a position that would allow me to utilize all of my skills, either in the Interpreting/translation field or in a teachıng posıtıon. Ideally such a position would allow me to combine my various aptitudes, allowing me to use my communication skills and other abilities to their full potential. 

Education
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  TEFL (teaching English as a foreign language diploma) South east essex college. Completion June 2006 
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	Milend East London College, London, England, 1983; Youth Training Course
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	North London College, London, England, 1988-1990; Diploma in Legal Interpretation (Legal Terminology and Advanced Communication) in the Turkish Language
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	Nerja School of Languages, Malaga Province, Spain, 1998; Three month Advanced Course in the Spanish Language

Languages
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	English
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	Turkish	
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  Spanish
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	Afrikaans
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	Dutch 

Hobbies  
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   Diving horse riding swimming walking reading alterntive medicines and related topics	 


Computer Skills
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	Computer literate, familiar with basic operations and the Microsoft Office suite (Word, etc.)


Employment History
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	Department of Immigration, London - Asylum Interviews, Refugee            Interpreter
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 Gözen private school of English Bakirköy İstanbul - Headway series	
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	 British English college - Headway and Cutting edge series
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	 English time Şirinevler İstanbul  Active English. Callan series
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	 Private tuition for the past 24 months here in Yeşilköy İstanbul. All levels and different age groups. Catering for everyones individual needs 
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	Department of Immigration, London Lunar house croydon Asylum interviews, Refugee  Interpreter.    
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	Worked for various law firms and solicitors, translating legal documents and for a wide variety of legal matters for their foreign clientele
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	Assisted child psychologists at a Family Welfare Center in London, England. Interpreted for abuse counseling and inquiry sessions in cases with foreign-language speaking children
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	Acted as a language intermediary for local g.p’s and hospitals in cases where patients needed an interpreter to communicate with medical staff. 
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	Worked with local city councils and social workers for home visits and other municipal issues requiring interpretation
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	Employed with the Child Refugee Council in London, England, and found this to be a very rewarding undertaking.
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	Refugee Appellate Court, London, England interpreter for appealing defendants in the Turkish language 
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	London Metropolitan Police - Interpreted witness statements
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	Centrepoint Charitable Organization - Worked at an initiative assisting homeless youths in London, England.
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	Participated in volunteer work providing medical assistance, humanitarian aid, and counseling to the homeless children of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. I worked alongside a very dedicated team of doctors, nurses teachers and other volunteer workers committed to helping these children, known as “Sewer Orphans” as they would hide in the sewers of the city to avoid police death squads. I consider this to be the most rewarding venture I have ever been involved in.


References

·	Available upon request.
	Other information :     Full UK driving licence 	

